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October
Breakfast
Thursday
October 14th, 2010
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM
Courtyard Covington/Mandeville
101 Northpark Boulevard
Covington, LA 70433
Menu
Breakfast
$15.00 pp (member)
$17.00 pp (non-member)

This Month’s Sponsor

SGS Technical Breakfast for October 14th, 2010
Geo-Science based Monitoring of Flood Protection Levees: A
collaborative proposal between LSU and UNO Earth Science
Departments, NASTL.
Dr. Juan Lorenzo (LSU). Drs. Juliette and George Ioup and Dr.
Kenneth Holladay (UNO)

Speaker: Dr. Juan Lorenzo
Associate Professor, Department of Geology and Geophysics
LSU, Baton Rouge, LA.
Speaker Biography:
Dr. Juan Lorenzo
Abstract:

RSVP
Greg Gaudet
(504) 592 - 5106
ggaudet@slb.com
by
10:00 AM Monday October 11th.
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Need exists for a proactive model-based approach in the study of
coastal protection systems along the Gulf Coast of the U.S.A. and in
particular, throughout the large coastal urban area of Greater New
Orleans. The University of New Orleans and Louisiana State
University propose to use near-surface geophysics tools to train
students and better understand near-surface hydrogeologic
processes which can contribute to the structural failure of artificial
earthen levees.
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Many mechanisms for failure, such as liquefaction or under
seepage, take place because of a lack of understanding of the
strength and permeability of the embankment and its soil
foundation. Inherent uncertainties in the engineering analyses and
unexpected variability in the foundation soils can be checked
independently through geophysical methods. Near-surface
geophysical tools can provide fast, relatively inexpensive overviews
of the subsurface.
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We propose an initial phase of work focused at
identifying suitable levee "hot spot" areas for
geophysical monitoring. During this phase, we will
map natural geologic features along the levees,
review public reports; examine public databases
(LiDAR) and make all results available through a
public website. Second, we will establish the best
geophysical monitoring models and gravity
techniques. At a minimum, a comprehensive
integration of seismic and electrical resistivity with
geo-engineering log data should be used.
Recent attempts have been made to use seismic
methods to develop a proxy for engineering shear
strength, by mapping changes in the transmission
velocity of shear waves (Vs) through artificial levees.
In the absence of electromagnetic methods, Vp/Vs
ratios can be used as good indicators of variations in
the fluid (water, and air or gas) saturation. Cone
penetration borehole tests measure the resistance of
the soil to penetration of the cone tip and its frictional
sliding that can be correlated to sediment types and
seismic physical properties. Predicted shear modulus
minima correlate with interpreted zones of, high-
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organic and undercomapacted, clay-rich sediments.
Three test examples show the value of shallow
seismology at sites of artificial levee seepage in
Greater New Orleans at the (1) 17th St. Avenue
Breach site, (2) Lake Villa Pump station and (3)
incipient levee collapse at the “V-levee” of Marrero,
Louisiana, USA. Lake Villa Pump Station levee seeps
are attributable to a perched aquifer within the levee
fill and not to through-flow from Lake Pontchartrain.
17th St. Canal Breach seeps originating in backfill can
be located and mapped with seismic techniques. At
the third site in Marrero we associate the damaged
levee with zones of (1) high fluid concentration, (2)
high-organic content, and (3) anomalously low soil
shear strength.
We request support and advice from professional oil
and gas societies and guarantee dissemination of
this support at all times through web-publications,
and continued public and professional regional and
national presentations and publications in the
national and international journals.
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FETCH!
Event at the LA Children’s Museum
For those of you who may not know, FETCH! is a children’s science cartoon
program on PBS. They put on various events around the country to bring the
science they teach on TV into a hands-on setting. The event this year went very
smoothly and the kids really enjoyed making their “earthquakes” and “vibrations”
by banging on the table.
A big thank you to our volunteers: Ken Reynolds, Amanda Garrison, Aaron Croy,
and Katie Valdatta (8th grade student at ISL) for volunteering to work the SGS
table with me. I would also like to thank Tom Bergeon for donating a few new
items to the SGS Outreach toolbox. We now have a hydrophone (non-working)
that we can display and we have a fantastic wooden fault block model that we
can show fault movement and stratigraphy with. I have also personally donated
a foam Earth model, a poster on earthquakes, and a slinky (to show wave
movement). If you have any items you think would contribute to the SGS
Outreach toolbox, please don’t hesitate to contact me. Also, the SGS Outreach
toolbox is available to any SGS member to use for a presentation at a career
day, scout meeting, etc.

Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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President’s Corner by Ken Reynolds
The Local Community
When Eric Zimmerman became our president last year, he defined a set of Society
goals for his term. One of those objectives was to “be a force for good in the local
community.” He followed through with that pledge by proposing that the Society make a
modest donation to a local organization in the name of the monthly speaker. Eric
suggested that we support Children’s Hospital, and the rest of the Executive Committee
agreed. I feel it’s important to share with you some information about the hospital, and
how our contribution is being used.
In the years following World War II, the United States was in the midst of a polio
epidemic with reported cases peaking at 59,000 in 1952. Elizabeth Miller Robin, a polio
victim, understood the need for a rehabilitation hospital devoted to children affected by
polio and led the establishment of the Crippled Children’s Hospital in 1955. In 1976, it
was renamed Children’s Hospital when additional services began to be offered, thus
becoming a full-service facility for children. Today, the hospital leads the Gulf South as
a center for pediatric medicine. It utilizes the expertise of 400 pediatricians and
pediatric specialists, with approximately 6800 inpatient admissions and 156,400
outpatient visits per year.
Instead of providing you with an overview of all the programs available, Children’s
Hospital Development Coordinator Lynnsey Belsome suggested that I share some
details about one program. Introduced ten years ago, the Children’s Healthcare
Assistance Plan (CHAP) is designed to assist families that lack the resources to pay for
quality healthcare, yet whose income is too high to qualify for Medicaid. Children’s
Hospital believes that every child should have access to outstanding healthcare
regardless of their financial situation. Each year, the hospital serves 10-12,000 CHAP
families, covering $12-15 million in medical charges.
CHAP Quick Facts –
• CHAP covers all costs associated with treating the qualified child.
• Medicaid coverage stops at age 19. CHAP extends this coverage to fill the gap
for those between ages 19 and 21.
• Non-U.S. citizens can qualify if they have been in the country for at least five
years.
• The hospital reviews the cases of families whose income is too high to qualify for
CHAP in an effort to assist “hardship or catastrophic” situations.
If
an uninsured family is ineligible for CHAP because of high income, the hospital
•
will provide a 60% discount for services.
Children’s Hospital is a not-for-profit facility that has no stockholders and pays no
dividends. Revenue generated is used for hospital operations and the expansion of
services. The hospital has numerous avenues for giving which can be accessed
through their website. http://www.chnola.org/content/donating.htm
Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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Speaking of giving, several SGS and NOGS members will raise money for the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society by riding in the Bike MS Ride 2010 on the weekend of
October 2-3. Please seek them out if you are interested in providing your support. It’s
a 150-mile ride, and the second day is much easier knowing that you have the backing
of friends and colleagues. A link to the website is provided below.
http://bikelam.nationalmssociety.org/site/TR/Bike/LAMBikeEvents?pg=entry&fr_id=13291

The Geophysical Community
The SEG convenes its annual meeting October 17-22 in Denver. To all who are
attending, have a great time. If you see a presentation that could contribute to our
technical luncheon program, please send a note to Toby Roesler with the details. I
realize that this is an international organization, and logistics often prevent speakers
from sharing presentations. But many are located just an hour away and might be
willing to travel to New Orleans – you never know. Thanks.
On October 28th, the SGS holds its annual membership drive social at Rock ‘n’ Bowl,
3000 S. Carrollton Ave in New Orleans at 6:00 p.m. The event officially ends at 8:30,
but that’s when the live music begins, and your SGS social admittance gives you
access to the music. The cost to attend is free for members, so joining or renewing
your membership gains you entry to the social. Many of you will notice that the time
and location for this year’s event has changed from our traditional venue. No, there
hasn’t been a new NTL issued banning afternoon socials for energy professionals. We
decided to move the event to a new venue for a couple of reasons. First, the cost of our
traditional location has risen in recent years, and it was becoming a money-losing
venture. Second, in an effort to boost attendance at the fall social, your Executive
Committee thought it was time to try a new location. This year, the event is being held
in the evening, so we encourage you to bring a friend. Entrance is gained by either
joining the Society or paying $25, so why not join? Affiliation with the energy industry is
not a requirement for membership, and we love getting new members, regardless of
how they spend their waking hours. I do hope you can attend.

Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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Narrow Azimuth

Wide Azimuth

US Marine Library
Gulf of Mexico - Alaminos Canyon
CGGVeritas is pleased to announce the delivery of the Three Corners Wide Azimuth
survey. This new Western Gulf of Mexico dataset incorporates the latest CGGVeritas
advancements in depth imaging. Please contact your CGGVeritas Sales Manager for
further details.

Contact:
+1 832 351 8501
librarysaleswh@cggveritas.com

V1_GOM_Alaminos_SEGS_Oct.indd 1

cggveritas.com

16/09/10 10:10:09
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Fall Social and Membership Drive
th

Thursday, October 28 , 2010
6:00 pm – 8:30 pm

3016 South Carrollton Ave.
New Orleans, La
Dear SGS Supporter,
The SGS Executive Committee and membership would like to thank you for your
past generous support of the Southeastern Geophysical Society.
Each year, the Society holds a Fall Membership Drive and hosts a social event to
encourage our members to renew their memberships. This year, the social is
being held on Thursday October 28th at the World Famous Mid City Lanes
Rock N Bowl in New Orleans. Corporate sponsorships play a vital role in
sustaining the New Orleans geophysical community. The SGS would like to
invite you to participate in the membership drive by providing a sponsorship for
our event. The different levels of sponsorship are listed below, and the Society
appreciates all of our sponsors.
Platinum
Gold
Silver

$1000
$500
$250

Thank you for this consideration.
Greg Gaudet
2nd Vice-President
Southeastern Geophysical Society
P.O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157-7141
Phone 504 592-5105
Mobile 504 343-0727
ggaudet@slb.com
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Southeastern Geophysical Auxiliary

From Left to Right SGA Officers, Rosemary Austin, President, Claudia Marquis,
Secretary, Claire La Pointe, Treasurer, and Glenda Evans, Vice-President.
This marks the 53rd year for the Southeastern Geophysical Auxiliary (SGA). Rosemary
has included many fun activities and places to go for SGS spouses.
Activities are as follows:
October 21st, 2010 SGA will have its luncheon at Café Adelaide. During the luncheon
Mr. Martin Richard will captivate you with his riveting experiences during World War II.
November 19th, 2010 Tee Richard’s daughter, Mardel Kuebel, is inviting SGA to her
beautiful new home on Farnham Place.
December 10th, 2010 SGA will have its Wine Tasting Party with wines from the North
West Region of “Good Old U.S.A.”
January 21st, 2011 SGA will have its Tea Party at the Ritz Carlton Hotel.
February 10th, 2011 SGA will join SGS for the joint luncheon. Details will be provided at
a later time once they become available.
April 21st, 2011 SGA will round out its activities across the lake on the North Shore at N.
Tini’s.
The SGA is always looking for new members. Please contact Rosemary Austin at
(504) 737-9697 if your spouse would like to join the Southeastern Geophysical Auxiliary.
Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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Crystal III, East Breaks

MultiClient Wide Azimuth
• Size - 480 OCS blocks
• Focus - Sub-Salt Miocene & Paleogene
• Technology - TTI Beam and RTM Imaging
• Delivery - Available Q4 2010

Houston
Tel: +1 281 509 8000
Fax: +1 281 509 8500

Oslo
London
Tel: +47 67 52 6400 Tel: +44 1932 37 6000
Fax: +47 67 52 6464 Fax: +44 1932 37 6100

A Clearer Image
www.pgs.com

ATL-07-12364 DPFA Ad 1.qxp

3/13/2007

3:05 PM
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Bring Your Reservoir Into Focus.

The latest 3DVSP technology from Baker Atlas and VSFusion
focuses on providing you with the best structural image of your reservoir.
The industry’s most experienced experts focus on designing surveys that
deliver the results you must have.
Our DPFASM (Deep Penetrating Focused ArraySM) patented source, tuned specifically
for high-resolution VSP surveys, when combined with the 32+ level digital receiver
produces the best survey data.
In addition, our VS3 processing package optimizes the velocity model while
For more information, visit our website www.bakerhughes.com
© 2007 Baker Hughes Incorporated.

our 3C-3D Vector Migration focuses precisely on the location of each reflection
point, ensuring you receive the most accurate structural image possible.
Why wouldn’t you want the best structural image available?
…for planning your next well, for greater confidence in your reserve calculations,
for reducing your risk, for the accuracy of your reservoir characterization, for…

A Baker Hughes - CGGVeritas Company
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SEG News
2010-2011 Executive Committee
Announced
Bob Hardage - President-elect

Bob Hardage will serve as President-elect of SEG during the 201011 term of the Society's Executive Committee. Hardage and the
other newly elected officers will assume their duties on 21 October
after the conclusion of SEG's International Exposition and 80th
Annual Meeting in Denver, Colorado, USA.

Advance on-site pricing registration
DEADLINE: 6 OCTOBER 2010

Register today: https://am.seg.org/registration/
Annual Meeting Announcement: www.seg.org/SEGportalWEBproject/prod/SEG-Meetings/MtgsAnnual-Meeting/Denver2010/Documents/AMA2010-AMA4Web.pdf
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Southeastern Geophysical Society
SGS October Meeting
Breakfast on the North Shore
Thursday, October 14th, 2010
8:00 am – 10:00 am

Courtyard New Orleans Covington/Mandeville
101 Northpark Boulevard
Covington, LA 70433
October Breakfast Presentation
Geo-Science based Monitoring of Flood Protection Levees: A
collaborative proposal between LSU and UNO Earth Science
Departments, NASTL.
Dr. Juan Lorenzo (LSU).
Drs. Juliette & George Ioup and Dr. Kenneth Holladay (UNO)
Speaker: Dr. Juan Lorenzo
Associate Professor, Department of Geology and Geophysics
LSU, Baton Rouge, LA.

RSVP by 10/11/10 Email: ggaudet@slb.com

Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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Southeastern Geophysical Society
Membership Application Form
Fiscal Year
June 1, 2010 – May 31, 2011

We are updating our records, please fill out all information

Member Information:
Name:
First

Last

Professional Membership:
SEG Status:

Active

Primary Address:

Associate

Business

Student

Not a Member

Home

Company
Address

Phone
E-mail

Secondary Contact Information: (This will only be used if we can not contact you with the primary information)
Phone
E-mail
Cash:
Dues are $25
( $10 for students : must show Student ID )
Please make Checks payable to SGS and mail to:
SGS Secretary
P.O. Box 57141
New Orleans, La. 70157-7141

Southeastern Geophyscial Society

Check NO.:
Date Paid:
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Don Dubose
receives
President's
Award (left).

Phil Schearer
receives
Sponsor Award
(right).

Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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Southeastern Geophysical Society
2010 Technical Symposium

Seismic Velocities as an
Exploration Tool
Call for Papers and Sponsors

Image courtesy of CGGVeritas

November 9, 2010
New Orleans, Louisiana
For More Information – Eric Zimmermann (ericz@llog.com) or
Toby Roesler (roeslerta@stoneenergy.com)
Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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P.O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157
Web address: www.sgs-neworleans.org
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SGS Excutive Committee
SGS Officers

SGS Company Representatives 2010-2011

PRESIDENT- Ken Reynolds
Chevron USA Production Company

Tel: (985) 773-6288

Sara Davis

-

Seismic Ventures

s_davis@seismicventures.com

Tel: (504) 593-3615

Steve Dennis
Nick Dray
Richard Fossier

-

Halliburton
Baker Hughes
CGG

steve.dennis@halliburton.com
nicholas.dray@vsfusion.com
rfossier@cgg.com

roeslerta@stoneenergy.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT - Greg Gaudet
WesternGeco

Larry Galloway
David Gillis
Mark Growdon

-

Geophysical Pursuit
Schlumberger
Chevron

larry@geopursuit.com
gillis1@new-orleans.oilfield.slb.com
magrowdon@chevron.com

ggaudet@new-orleans.westerngeco.slb.com
SECRETARY - Christy Gautre
Shell

Kathy Hannigan
Jim Harley
Diana Smith

-

ENI Petroleum
Eagle Geophysical
MMS

kathleen.hannigan@enipetroleum.com
jimharley@yahoo.com
dee.smith@boemre.gov

Juliette Ioup
Kevin Jordan

-

UNO
PetroQuest

jioup@uno.edu
kjordan@petroquest.com

Dale Lambert

-

IO

dlambert@i-o.com

jared.bosch@chevron.com
EDITOR - Dee Smith

David Lynch
Jim McCarty

-

Shell
ANKOR Energy

david.lynch@shell.com
jmccarty@ankorenergy.com

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management Regulation and Enforcement

Shawn Porche

-

E-Seis

sporche@e-seis.com

dee.smith@boemre.gov
PAST PRESIDENT - Eric Zimmermann

Tel: (504) 736-2706

Michelle Pou
Tony Rebecca

-

TGS
Paradigm

mpou@tgsnopec.com
trebec@paradigmgeo.com

LLOG Exploration

Tel: (504) 833-7700

Kelly Landry

-

WesternGeco

klandry@new-orleans.westerngeco.com

Tel: (985) 776-6148

Brenda Reilly
Jeff Rowe
Kurt Sellers

-

Energy Partners LTD
Fugro
PGS

breilly@eplweb.com
jrowe@fugro.com
kurt.sellers@pgs.com

Karen Sontag
Layne Williams

-

ION
Seismic Exchange

karen.sontag@iongeo.com
lwilliams@seismicexchange.com

David Schwartz

-

Fugro

dschwartz@fugro.com

Claudia Lopez

-

Fugro

clopez@fugro.com

kreynolds@chevron.com
1st VICE PRESIDENT - Toby Roesler
Stone Energy

Tel: (504) 453-8242

christy.gautre@shell.com
TREASURER - Jared Bosch
Chevron USA Production Company

ericz@llog.com
PRIOR PAST PRESIDENT - Tim Maciejewski
Chevron USA Production Company

Tel: (985) 773-6251

tim.m@chevron.com
WEBMASTER - Richard Mongan
Chevron USA Production Company

Tel: (832) 854-5725

richard.mongan@chevron.com
SGS Outreach Officer - Lisa Dwyer Kennedy
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement
Tel: (504) 736-2794
lisa.kennedy@boemre.gov

SGA Officers
PRESIDENT- Rosemary Austin

Tel: (504) 737-9697

VICE PRESIDENT - Glenda Evans
SECRETARY - Claudia Marquis
TREASURER - Claire La Pointe
Southeastern Geophyscial Society
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